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Welcome :

#RIG´up´

Since our first e-magazine published a year
ago, RIG‘up’ now enjoys a readership of 3,177
[4 / 12 / 2014 ].

If you’ve not already signed up, please go to our website, ... once again,
we hope you enjoy the read and please give us your feedback.
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#RIG´up´
#

: In-General

eco-structures, enormous, energy conscious and equipped with Internet cafes and a movie theatre!

the largest jack-up rigs of the future
....

intrepid !

... 206.8m leg length, ... fearless and adventurous
The new generation jack-up rigs are becoming stateof-the-art eco-structures. They are enormous, energy
conscious structures equipped with Internet cafes!, ...
they are fast becoming ‘truly’ environmentally friendly,
designed to use less fuel and fewer emissions.
These new generation jack-up rigs will allow for faster drilling
processes, faster in-field rig moves and many other operational
advantages. The crew will be furnished with ergonomically
correct tables and chairs, lower windows in the mess room to
enjoy the sea view, a movie theatre with special chairs and a
well-equipped recreation room .... the future is with us!
Currently there’s about 500 jack-up rigs in operation around the
world and more than 300 are 25 years old or older. The global
fleet is in the midst of a “replacement cycle” and shipyards are
expected to stay busy building new generation jack-up rigs for
Maersk, Transocean, Ensco and other oil & gas companies

> Maersk Intrepid, currently the largest Jack-up rig in the world

well into 2016 and beyond.

# Jack-up rig systems survey

The most common systems that Monitor Systems survey

Monitor Systems technical surveys include the survey/

are ballast control & tank gauging, blow out preventer

reporting of all safety critical instrumentation and monitoring

control system (BOP), bulk tank monitoring, water tight door

systems in hazardous and safe area environments on offshore

monitoring, brace & void leak detection, anchor windlass

jack-up rigs, semi-submersibles, platforms, drillships, support

monitoring, machinery alarm monitoring, well control (HPHT)

vessels and FPSOs.

and other safety critical and monitoring systems.

Our rig survey experience has allowed us to survey over 150

Research and Development: Monitor Systems utilise nearly

rigs worldwide since 1997, supporting our clients in every

two decades of knowledge and industry experience gained

corner of the globe.

in product surveys, systems engineering, development,
manufacture, installation, test and certification to help with

Upon completion of a survey, our technical engineers issue

the many issues and problems faced whilst designing and

a full and detailed report, classifying the deficiencies and

developing new product technologies. Our engineering team

problems with the system, together with a full technical

have worked on many projects for many operators worldwide,

proposal outlining how the system could be repaired, upgraded

from initial concept, prototype development, product design

or replaced. Our technical survey gives you a complete picture

through to manufacture, test and on-location operations.

regarding the current operation, condition and integrity of your
system and associated equipment.

Brian Sinclair

Managing Director & Founder

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
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Group News :

# Key

#RIG´up´

Appointments UK / Singapore

‘On-the-ground’ capability and resources

Monitor Systems have recruited three project-instrumentation engineers and two
business development executives covering Aberdeen and Singapore in support
of its regional developments. “Monitor Systems undertakes rig systems surveys and provides
monitoring and instrumentation engineering solutions for jack-up rigs, semi-submersible rigs, platforms,
drillships and support vessels all over the world. With our developments in Singapore and representation
in Norway, it’s becoming clear that our ‘on-the-ground’ capability and resources in selected regions around
the world is vital for our line of business” ... commented Brian Sinclair (MD).
Andrew Threlfall (Singapore) and Chris Yates (Aberdeen-

Aberdeen (UK): Chris joins us with a history in national

UK) have joined Monitor Systems with many years business

and international business development and shall work with

development experience and history working for the oil and

our commercial manager and marketing manager to create

gas industry.

new business opportunities whilst strengthening the global
awareness of our products and systems.

Singapore (Asia): Andrew joins us with over 22 years of
commercial and business development experience covering

Engineering: Monitor Systems have recently recruited three

the offshore oil & gas, energy and subsea industry. Andrew

project-instrumentation engineers to support and strengthen

will be responsible for the development of Monitor Systems

its team. The aim is to create a hub of engineering excellence

S.E. Asia Pte Ltd in Singapore.

with an increased working capacity and reserve.

All five appointments are key to Monitor Systems, they represent a commitment to growth
and progress whilst strengthening our mobility and capability worldwide ..... commented
Bruce Reynolds (Director).
Norway (Northern-Europe): The new sales and marketing agreement with JL Offshore
AS will see the company offer our products and systems to a varied oilfield client base
throughout Norway and beyond. This ‘agreement’ will give Monitor Systems first class
representation in Norway, a country and industry that demands the very best standards in
design, engineering, installation, commissioning and certification.
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: Group News

# MSSL

Product Developments

Monitoring and control systems that capture and manage critical data
The task for our product research and
development engineers is to come up with
new products and systems that meet the
needs of tomorrow’s customers. Most people

associate the research and development function of a
company with the invention of new products. Whilst this
is very important, the development of existing products
is of equal significance because the offshore industry in
which we work, is continually changing.

		
		

Wireless Mooring
Line Monitoring

As part of our product development services, Monitor
Systems has developed a new and innovative product
for wireless load monitoring of mooring lines used in the
offshore, marine and energy industry.

At Monitor Systems, we are focussed on continuously
improving our products and systems and developing
new technology to meet the demands of the offshore
industry.
Our R&D team focus on the design and engineering of
new monitoring and control systems that capture and
manage critical equipment data, transforming the data
into actionable information for safe operations.

The R-tTS (Real-time Tension Sensor) is a unique
anchor and hawser monitoring system that provides
data on mooring chain tensions for all types of
production vessels, including FPSO’s, using wireless
technology. The PC based system can monitor multiple
chains simultaneously and provide feedback to give
early indication if safe parameters are exceeded.
The R-tTS monitors and transmits data with minimum
latency to surface operators. Critical data is provided on
load, tension, inclination, orientation and can be used to
effectively monitor mooring lines, anchors and chains
in subsea applications. Any change in condition would
be communicated to surface operators, enabling swift
action if required.

> R-tTS Real-time Tension Sensors

Typically, once an alarm is received to indicate a problem with
chains on a vessel, it’s too late.

RPD Real-Time Management Tool
Aware of the significant issues in safely lowering
and positioning the legs of jack-up rigs in all types of
lowering conditions, Monitor Systems developed the
M1000 RPD. The system provides central and localised
chord monitoring of critical data and operator response
management aimed at eliminating the potential
of serious structural damage and resulting safety
implications during leg jacking operations. Please see
our website for more details.

> Rack Phase Differential Monitoring Systems M1000 RPD

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
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Project Talk :

#RIG´up´

Monitor Systems Engineering were approached by Transocean to replace the Bilge Water Separator on the John Shaw Semi-

submersible rig located in the Esbjerg Shipyard, Denmark.

# Transocean:

John Shaw Semi-sub

ULTRA-SEP Oily Water Separator for Safe Discharge
Safe Discharge: The environmental regulations in the
Clean Water Act are very stringent and limits what may
be discharged to the sea from an Oily Water Separator.
Current limits are < 15 mg/l oil for discharges within 12
nautical miles of shore or 100 mg/l outside that limit. In
order to get rid of any additives or contaminants in the
bilge water, for example oil, fuels, lubricants, hydraulic
fluid, antifreeze, solvents etc, regulations have been
made to treat this water. In order to treat the contaminated
bilge water successfully, it needs to be circulated in an Oily
Water Separator so that the water can be separated from any
other contaminants and transferred safely over board.

> John Shaw Semi-Sub in Esbjerg Shipyard, Denmark

The ULTRA-SEP Oily Water Separator supplied to the John
Shaw features the highest standard for bilge water separation
technology and performance. The state-of-the-art system
automatically pumps bilge water through a unique membrane.
The membrane pores accept entry of water molecules while
preventing entry of oil and particulates. The membrane
processes and passes water to a consistent purity level of less
than 5 ppm oil to the overboard discharge line. This level of
purity exceeds the regulations set out in the USA, Canada and
anywhere worldwide, protecting our oceans for generations
to come.
The Oily Water Separator was manufactured by Compass
Water Solutions® in USA and shipped to the John Shaw in
Esbjerg Shipyard under the direction and management of
Monitor Systems. For over forty-years, Compass® has been
the leader for environmental and operational excellence in
water treatment and oil water separation for offshore vessels,
rigs and platforms.
Piping and skid design alterations were engineered by Monitor
Systems and installation carried out by the rig engineers. The
system was then commissioning by trained service engineers
from Marship Engineering in the Netherlands.
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> ULTRA-SEP G Series Bilge Water Separator

#RIG´up´

: Project Talk

# Diamond Offshore: Ocean Patriot
Talk/back system, secure ‘open channel’ communications
Monitor Systems was approached by Diamond Offshore

system’s digital architecture is used to link the stations with

to provide a rig talk/back system for the Ocean Patriot

the intercom server. The entire system is designed to facilitate

Semi-submersible stationed in the North Sea.

control from the driller’s position, to this end all stations are
hands-free including the driller’s station.

To protect offshore staff, effective communication systems
are vital. Oil and gas rig operators need to know that

The ECHO intercom system and accessories supplied

communications between rig personnel are reliable through

by Federal Signal interfaces with a variety of third-party

failsafe design and built to withstand unforgiving extremes

equipment, including fire and gas detection systems, auxiliary

of temperature, moisture, contamination, sunshine, wind,

security systems and signals, PA/GA systems, two-way radios

dust and salt etc. All products used for the talk/back system

and telephone PBX.

comply with the most stringent safety specifications, and are
approved and certified by leading international regulatory

The system was housed in a CE compliant stainless steel

bodies including ATEX. System products are designed for

cabinet, wall mounted (type 1 enclosure) and built to

harsh environment and ATEX Zone 1 and Zone 2 hazardous

accommodate 8 field intercom stations providing addressable

areas.

intercom, public address, general alarm, PA paging and
telecommunication capabilities. The central exchange has full

The talk/back system or (Digital Intercom System) will provide

fault finding diagnostics.

reliable, simple two way voice communications between rig
personnel, doghouse, drill floor etc. Comprised of a central

The new talk/back system will enable the Ocean Patriot to

controller or intercom server and various outstations, the

retain a high level of open channel communications.
www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
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Project Talk :

#RIG´up´

Galaxy III Jack-up Rig
M1000 RPD monitoring system
Prospector 1
Environmental System
Marianas
Tank Gauging Control Panel Upgrade
Awilco WilHunter Semi-sub Rig
Environmental Monitoring System
Sedco 711
Brake leak Detection system
Sedco Express
Porch Hoist Monitoring System
Ensco 5004
Tank Gauging System

# Mobility to Commissioning

Our engineers have surveyed more than 150 vessels worldwide

Our specialist engineers have been undertaking system

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com/rig_systems_survey.html

surveys and commissioning of instrumentation, control
and monitoring equipment on offshore jack-up rigs,
semi-submersible rigs, platforms, drillships, FPSO’s and
support vessels for over 17 years.
On a routine basis, Monitor Systems Engineering flies its specialist
engineers to every corner of the globe, Asia, Africa, North America,
South America, Antarctica, Europe and Australia. To date, Monitor
Systems have surveyed various types of instrumentation, control and
monitoring systems and installed and commissioned various types of
equipment onboard more than 150 vessels worldwide.
“The global mobility of specialist engineers to undertake detailed
surveys has always been one of our core services, and it remains one

> MSV Regalia Accommodation Vessel (Prosafe UK)

of our key strengths as a support company to the offshore oil & gas
and energy industry” ... commented Brian Sinclair (MD).

Monitor Systems were asked by Prosafe UK to carry out a routine
inspection of the ballast tank sensors onboard the MSV Regalia.

Significant areas of expertise include Vessel Management Systems

The

VMS, Ballast Control & Tank Gauging, Bilge Monitoring & Control, Rack

accommodation vessel stationed in Norwegian waters with beds for

Phase Differential Monitoring RPD, Bulk Tank Control and Monitoring,

306 personnel.

Regalia

is

a

Dynamically

Positioned

Semi-submersible

Blow Out Preventer Control BOP, Water Tight Door Monitoring &
Control, Brace & Void Leak Detection, Anchor Windlass Monitoring,

Norway / MSV Regalia / Ballast Tank Sensors. Monitor Systems

Machinery Alarm Monitoring, Fire Damper Monitoring System and Well

sent an inspection/calibration engineer to the rig to inspect, test and

Control HPHT.

recalibrate the ballast tank sensors.
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: Project Talk
Our RPD system eliminates the high risk of
serious damage and safety implications to legs,
jack-house equipment, rack chords, surrounding
braces, girder work etc.

> Galaxy III Jack-up Rig (Transocean)

Following on from the supply of our RPD system to the GSF
Galaxy III Jack-up Rig earlier this year, Monitor Systems were
asked to install and commission the system using experienced
and trained engineers.
A team of project engineers, electricians and supervisors installed
and commissioned the M1000 RPD on all three legs of the jackup rig in the North Sea in approximately 36 days, start to finish.
Commissioning of the system took 7 days at the start and end of
the installation process, supervised by our project engineer.

# RPD System Commissioning
Safe, error free jack-up system for GSF Galaxy III

Monitoring

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com/gsf_galaxy111_jack_up_rig.html

of rack phase difference during jacking

operations can give an early indication of possible leg
over-stresses. Taking continual manual rack phase
measurements during jacking operations is both difficult
and labour intensive. The Monitor Systems M1000 RPD
rack phase differential monitoring system provides an
accurate electronic / mechanical system for measuring
and recording the rack phase difference of each leg.
In the last few years Monitor Systems have manufactured,
installed and commissioned four M1000 RPD systems on
Jack-up rigs, providing the operators with a safe, error free,
automated jack-up control and management system. The
ability to monitor critical leg movement data will eliminate
the potential of serious structural damage to the legs and rig
during future jacking operations.

> Monitor Systems M1000 RPD encoder housing in 316L grade stainless steel

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
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In the community :

#RIG´up´

# Whitehall attracts Commonwealth Gold Medallists
This year was very special in the world of bowls with the success
of the Scotland team at the Glasgow Commonwealth Games. The
tournament was delighted to welcome men’s and women’s Scottish
Internationalists including Commonwealth Games Gold Medallists,
David Peacock, Neil Speirs, Darren Burnett and the Scotland Team
manager David Gourlay.
The Whitehall Tournament took place at the Whitehall Bowling Club in
Aberdeen at the end of August. This is a prestigious annual event with
players being drawn from all over the North East of Scotland.

Whitehall Bowling Club: http://www.whitehallbowling.co.uk
> Darren Burnett, Commonwealth Games Singles Gold Medallist and World
Indoor Champion. Back, left to right: Neil Speirs (Commonwealth Games
Gold Medallist next to our very own (champion) Fergus Muat ‘the Goose’
(Monitor Systems).

This year Fergus Muat, (Financial Controller) competed for the first
time and qualified through the group stages into the final group stage.
“It was a real privilege to be invited to participate, and playing against
Commonwealth Games Gold Medallists was a superb experience.
Even as a County bowler with many years experience, to pit-your-wits
against the best in the world is something really special, there are
not many sports where you’d be given that chance” ... commented
Fergus ‘the Goose’.
The men’s tournament was won by David Gourlay and David
Peacock, with the ladies tournament being won by Internationalists
Anne Dunwoodie and Lorraine Malloy.

# The Ice Bucket Challenge and the Power of Social Media

Went viral during July - August 2014, generating $100m in one month

The Ice Bucket Challenge, sometimes called the ALS Ice Bucket Challenge, is an activity involving dumping a bucket of ice water
on someone’s head to promote awareness of the disease amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) (a disease that targets nerve cells
in the brain and spinal cord ) and encourage donations to research. It went viral on social media during July–August this year.
Within weeks of the challenge going viral, The New York Times reported that the ALS Association had received $41.8 million in
donations from July 29 until August 21. More than 739,000 new donors have given money to the association, which is more than
double the $19.4 million the association received during the year that ended January 31, 2013. On August 29, the ALS Association
announced that their total donations since July 29 had exceeded $100 million, ... and all with the power of social media.
The ice bucket challenge plays on many of the personality
traits that emerge when using social media. It encourages
a competitive spirit, with each participant trying to make
their video more amusing, absurd or outrageous than the
last. As with the #no-make-up-selfie campaign for Cancer
Awareness, the ice bucket challenge was fuelled by the
power of a good cause, combined with celebrity involvement.
Even if you think it’s a stupid campaign it’s hard to ignore
a personal (and very public) nomination from a friend in
the name of charity. It also embraces the community spirit
of social media; rather than sponsoring someone to run a
marathon or climb a mountain, everyone can get involved
‘very easily’ in the comfort of their own home and still feel as
though they’ve done something good with their day.
Many of the staff at Monitor Systems took part in the Ice
Bucket Challenge, but most remembered was Robert on a
Semi-submersible rig in warmer climes ... plenty of ice to
cool a hot-head!
[ 10 ]
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http://www.monitor-systems-engineering.com/ice_bucket_challenge/Robert.mp4

#RIG´up´

: Support

# MSSL Quarterly e-Magazine
RIG ‘UP’ : MSSL e-Magazine
Our e-magazine was created and published
for the first time in December 2013. We
publish our e-magazine every quarter to
a growing readership of clients, prospects
and industry professionals. Starting with
under 200 subscribers for the first issue,
we now publish our content to a sizeable
‘Group’ of exactly 3,177 (as of 4 December
2014). If you’ve been forwarded our
e-magazine from a colleague and not yet
subscribed, please sign-up at the link below:
www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
RIG ‘UP’ Past Issues: To read past issues
of our RIG ‘UP’ please use the following
web page URL. www.monitor-systemsengineering.com/rig_up_magazine.html

# Careers at MSSL: ‘expertise of our people’
Monitor Systems are always looking for skilled, experience
engineers and motivated staff to join our hard working team.
Monitor Systems recognises the importance of our staff to its
ongoing success. We are proud of our employees and support
them with continuous learning and development to enable the
company to continue to progress and meet the needs of our
clients.
Monitor Systems employ a diverse range of people; both
onshore and offshore, workshop and office based. If you feel
you have the skills and experience to help Monitor Systems in
our ongoing growth and development please e-mail your CV
to: www.monitor-systems-engineering.com/careers.html

Lead Project Engineer (Control Systems & Electrical
Instrumentation).
Working both on and offshore, you will be a key player in
Monitor System’s expanding project team. The scope of
work requires sound electrical instrumentation systems
experience and includes project design, instrument drawings,
documentation, installation supervision and commissioning.
You will be the key interface between the company and client
and will require the ability to manage a number of projects and
provide supervision to other engineers.
The position is based in our Aberdeen HQ, ... interested?
please send your CV or call 01224 621 073.

Join
Our
Team
> Changing my career was never going to be easy, but I was not getting the opportunities with my last employer, .... now I can advance my career.

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
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Monitor Systems Scotland Limited
3 Merkland Road East
Aberdeen . AB24 5PS
Scotland . UK

Monitor Systems S.E. Asia Pte Ltd
Level 26 PSA Building
460 Alexandra Road
Singapore . 119963

Phone: +44 (0) 1224 621 073
Fax: +44 (0) 1224 621 023
www.monitor-systems-engineering.com

Phone: +65 6809 3022
Fax +65 6809 3050
www.monitor-systems-asia.com
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